
AN ANALYSIS OF THE PLOT AND SETTING OF GOLDINGS LORD OF THE

FLIES

by: William Golding Setting. Lord of the Flies takes place on an unnamed, uninhabited tropical island in the
CHARACTERS; Ralph: Character Analysis.

We have a dark scary forest danger , a bright "shimmering" lagoon excitement , and a wide open sea isolation.
Additionally, the plants of the jungle are a good material to build shelters; the wood of the trees is used to
build the signal fire on the mountain top and down at the beach. Characterisation plays a major role in both
texts as each character serves as a representation humanity and the faults within it. The jungle is located at one
side of the island and has a rocky mountain above it. The islanders had not been fully formed by society when
their plane crashed, and that is why the society they establish fails at the end of the novel. Whilst Golding uses
a similar idea and even uses the same names for the two main characters, his vision of how British schoolboys
would have behaved in these circumstances is very different to that of Ballantyne. Click the map infographic
to download. A reef encloses one side of the island, about a mile away from and parallel to "their beach.
Because The tropical island, and England are two totally different environments there was not much know to
the boys about the unfamiliar surrounding possessed by the island. I felt that all of the text mentioned above
accurately illustrate two different perspectives in response to the setting. This allowed me to interpret key
similarities in the character 's behavior between The Environment Makes the Person. The author of the novel,
William Golding, was born in Britain, which accounts for the English, cultured characters in the novel. The
greatest pleasure is not -say- sex or geometry. First, the authors show readers irony through the customs that
the isolated characters bring with them from their previous homes. Whether it is being on an island or a mental
asylum; any normal person can change. Wells and William Golding diversely explore the struggle between
civilisation and savagery in an isolated setting, through their novels: The Island of Doctor Moreau and Lord of
the Flies. This is very true in the case of Piggy. The island as such is a good place. The description of the
platform is quite symbolic. The assembly place is protected by palm trees and provides tree trunks, which the
boys use as seats during their meetings. Setting is the defined in literature as where the story takes place. This
can be done through many methods, which include detailed descriptions of any settings, detail of weather,
characters stereotypical of society and colour association. The irony in both stories reveals the true and basic
nature in all humans. Their roots do not reach very far into the soil. Are you getting all this? Having such a
divers array of people living in such close proximity, and not being able to escape one another also influenced
the attitudes, and actions of the boys. The Mountain In the first chapter Ralph, Jack and Simon climb the
mountain and find out that they are stranded on an island. The boys have taken advantage of the naturally
occurring structures on the island reefs, mountains, platforms and imposed their own system on it. Therefore
often suffers defeat. Houndmills, Basingstoke: MacMillan  Wells in The Island of Dr Moreau and William
Golding in Lord of the Flies examine the struggle between civilisation and savagery in an isolated setting.
Various pig trails lead through the jungle, which the boys use as paths. Ralph looks out over the lagoon
towards a "coral reef" and, beyond that, the "dark blue" of the "open sea. The novels, 'Lord of The Flies ' by
William Golding and 'The Hunger Games ' by Suzanne Collins, demonstrate this prospect as through the
narrative techniques of characterisation, plot, setting and style, they exemplify the moral decline of man under
pressure to survive, ultimately resulting in savagery. By the end of the story, the island isn't a deserted Eden;
it's a populated dystopiaâ€”just like, we think Golding is saying, every beautiful, natural place that man settles.
Ralph takes the chance to take a bath in the warm water immediately after he and Piggy have discovered the
place p. This is ironic in so far as the boys are trapped on an island that constantly reminds them of a chance
for a rescue that does not come for a long time. What was unknown to the boys caused great fear. New York:
Capricorn Books,  In the dense jungle there are plenty of exotic plants, among them fruit trees.


